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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
June 11, 2015 

DANA SHEEHAN JOINS READY PROPERTIES AS DIRECTOR OF RELOCATION  

Brokerage Expanding its Corporate Relocation Capabilities 

Calabasas, CA, June 11, 2015–Ready Properties, a leading California residential and 

corporate relocation brokerage announces the addition of Dana Sheehan to it’s management 

team.  Dana will assume the role of Director of Relocation. Over the past decade, Sheehan 

has worked in all aspects of domestic and international relocation, and earned her Global 

Mobility Specialist designation in 2009.   

 

With over 10 years’ experience in corporate relocation, Sheehan is responsible for 

management of the Ready Properties Relocation Department as well as business 

development initiatives for the team of agents.  In addition to providing real estate and 

relocation solutions for individuals, corporations and relocation management companies, she 

will oversee the relocation training of agents to maintain best practices and current trends in 

the industry. 

 

Sheehan’s business philosophy is that of solution leadership - leading clients to solutions 

that suit them. Relocation programs are customized for each client; the Ready Properties 

Team believes in taking the extra time to thoroughly understand and care for the needs of the 

individual or family.  This approach allows for a smooth and successful relocation. 

 

The Ready Properties brokerage began with one mission - to be the most respected and 

trusted residential and corporate relocation brokerage in California. Ready Properties has a 

reputation for working with only world-class agents who are driven to not only close 

escrows, but also to make your objectives our priority. We measure our results by the 

number of satisfied clients whose trust Ready Properties has earned. 

# # # 

If you would like more information, please contact Tim Ready at 800-407-1735 or email at 

Tim@Readyproperties.com. 

 


